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Abstract
A familiar construction for a Boolean algebra A is its normal completion NA, given by
its normal ideals or, equivalently, the intersections of its principal ideals, together with the
embedding A → NA taking each element of A to its principal ideal. In the classical setting of
Zermelo–Fraenkel set theory with Choice, NA is characterized in various ways; thus, it is the
unique complete extension of A in which the image of A is join-dense, the unique essential
completion of A, and the injective hull of A.
Here, we are interested in characterizing the normal completion in the constructive context of
an arbitrary topos. We show among other things that it is, even at this level, the unique join-
dense, or alternatively, essential completion. En route, we investigate the functorial properties
of NA and establish that it is the re8ection of A, in the category of Boolean homomorphisms
which preserve all existing joins, to the complete Boolean algebras. In this context, we make
crucial use of the notion of a skeletal frame homomorphism.
c© 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 06E99; 08B30; 18A40; 18D35
1. Background
We take an arbitrary topos E as our universe of discourse, reasoning as one would
in naive set theory, but of course taking care to keep our arguments constructively
valid, say in the style of Joyal–Tierney [11]. For general information on topos theory
we refer to [8] or [12].
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For a bounded distributive lattice A in E we let IA be its ideal lattice in E, de-
termined as a subset of the power set PA = A of (the underlying set of) A by the
obvious formula [7]. Meet is then the same as in PA while join is given by join in
PA followed by the closure operator IA on PA corresponding to IA, expressing the
process of generating ideals. Further, the correspondence A → IA is functorial: for any
homomorphism ’ :A→ B of bounded distributive lattices the corresponding homomor-
phism I’ : IA→ IB is determined by composing IB with the map PA→ PB induced
by ’. Finally, the familiar map A→ PA corresponding to the notion of principal ideal
factors through IA and determines a bounded lattice embedding jA :A→ IA which is
natural in A.
Recall that, a complete lattice L in E may be described as a lattice for which the
embedding jL :L → IL has an order preserving left adjoint
∨
L : IL → L, called its
join map, explicitly characterized by the condition
(∀J ∈ IL)(∀a∈L)
((∨
L
J6 a
)
↔ (J ⊆ jL(a))
)
:
We note that this property is often referred to as internal completeness but since there
is no other notion of completeness considered here it seemed preferable to omit this
qualiGcation.
Further, a frame in E is a complete distributive lattice L in which the condition
(∀J ∈ IL)(∀a∈L)
(
a ∧
∨
L
J =
∨
L
jL(a) ∧ J
)
is satisGed, alternatively expressed by saying that
∨
L : IL → L is a lattice homomor-
phism. In particular, IA is a frame, for any bounded distributive lattice A in E, with
join map induced by
⋃
:P(PA)→ PA and the closure operator IA.
A lattice homomorphism h :L → M between complete lattices in E is called join
preserving if the square
IL Ih−−−−−→ IM
∨
L


∨
M
L h−−−−−→ M
commutes, and a frame homomorphism is a join-preserving lattice homomorphism
between frames. Further, the functor I on the category of bounded distributive lattices
in E is actually a functor into the category FrmE of frames in E. Of speciGc interest
in our context will be its restriction to the category BooE of Boolean algebras in E.
Regarding the embedding jA :A→ IA for arbitrary bounded distributive lattices in E
we note that
∨
IA IjA= idIA and, hence f=
∨
L I(fjA) for any frame homomorphism
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f : IA → L. Consequently, fjA = gjA implies f = g for any frame homomorphisms
f; g : IA→ L.
2. Skeletal frame homomorphism
Here we consider a special type of frame homomorphisms which plays an important
role in our setting. For general facts concerning frames we refer to [9] or [14].
To begin with, recall that a nucleus on a frame L is a map k :L→ L such that
a6 k(a) for all a∈L;
k(k(a)) = k(a) for all a∈L; and
k(a ∧ b) = k(a) ∧ k(b) for all a; b∈L;
and that Fix(k) = {a∈L | k(a) = a} is a frame in which binary meet coincides with
that of L and the join map is provided by the composite of k with the join map of L.
In particular, then, k induces a frame homomorphism L→ Fix(k).
Now, any frame L has a pseudocomplementation  L :L→ L deGned such that
 L(a) =
∨
L
{x∈L | x ∧ a= 0}:
It satisGes the identities
 3L =  L;  L(a ∨ b) =  L(a) ∨  L(b);  L(a ∨  L(a)) = 0;
and by familiar calculations L =  2L is a nucleus on L such that the corresponding
frame BL = Fix(L) is Boolean, with complementation induced by  L. BL is called
the Booleanization of L, and the frame homomorphism L→ BL given by corestriction
will also be denoted by L.
2.1. Denition. A frame homomorphism h :L → M is called skeletal if there exists a
frame homomorphism Bh :BL→ BM for which the square
L
L−−−−−→ BL
h


Bh
M
M−−−−−→ BM
commutes.
It is clear that this condition uniquely determines Bh, and since the identity maps
L → L are trivially skeletal it follows that the correspondence L → BL; h → Bh is a
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functor on the category of frames and their skeletal homomorphisms. We note that, by
way of contrast, L → BL is not functorial on all of FrmE [4].
The following provides a characterization of skeletal frame homomorphisms, also
given by Banaschewski and Pultr [3], where
DL= {a∈L |  L(a) = 0};
the set of dense elements of L.
2.2. Lemma. For a frame homomorphism h :L→ M the following are equivalent:
(1) h is skeletal.
(2) Mh= MhL.
(3) h preserves density, that is, h[DL] ⊆ DM .
Proof. (1)⇒ (2) MhL = (Bh)LL = (Bh)L = Mh.
(2) ⇒ (3) For any a∈DL;  L(a) = 0, hence L(a) =  L(0) = e, and therefore,
 Lh(a)= MMh(a)= MMhL(a)= M (e)=0, showing that a∈DL implies h(a)∈DM ,
as claimed.
(3)⇒ (1) We prove (2) which immediately leads to (1) by taking Bh= Mh |BL.
For any a∈L; h(a)6 hL(a) since a6 L(a), and hence Mh(a)6 MhL(a).
Conversely, a∨  L(a)∈DL, for any a∈L, hence h(a)∨ h( L(a))= h(a∨  L(a))∈DM ,
therefore  Mh(a)∧  Mh L(a) = 0 and consequently  Mh L(a)6 Mh(a). On the other
hand,  L(a)∧ 2L (a)=0 implies h L(a)∧hL(a)=0, hence hL(a)6  Mh L(a)6 Mh(a),
and therefore MhL(a)6 Mh(a). In all this proves the desired identity.
3. Complete Boolean homomorphisms
In this section we consider the Boolean homomorphisms which, intuitively, preserve
all existing joins.
For any Boolean algebra A we let TA be the set of all ideals of A with the unit e
as join and note that
TA= {J ∈ IA | (∀a∈A)((J ⊆ jA(a))→ (a= e))}:
3.1. Denition. A Boolean homomorphism ’ :A→ B is called complete if I’[TA] ⊆
TB. Further, BoocE will be the category of all Boolean algebras in E with their
complete Boolean homomorphisms, and CBooE its subcategory given by the complete
Boolean algebras.
Classically, it is obvious that a Boolean homomorphism which takes ideals for which
the unit is the only upper bound to such ideals preserves all joins which happen to
exist. The following shows this is still the case in an arbitrary topos.
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For any Boolean algebra A, let SA be the subset of (IA)× A given by
SA= {(J; a)∈ (IA)× A | (∀b∈A)(J ⊆ jA(b))↔ (a6 b)};
which embodies the condition “
∨
J exists and is equal to a”.
Now we have
3.2. Lemma. A Boolean homomorphism ’ :A→ B is complete if and only if (I’)×
’[SA] ⊆ SB.
Proof. Using the properties of I’, it is enough to prove that
(∀J ∈ IA)(∀a∈A)(((J; a)∈SA)↔ ((J ∨ jA(∼ a))∈TA))
holds for any Boolean algebra A where ∼ denotes the complementation of A. Now,
if (J; a)∈SA then, for all b∈A such that J ∨ jA(∼ a) ⊆ jA(b); J ⊆ jA(b) and
jA(∼ a) ⊆ jA(b), hence also a6 b and ∼ a6 b so that e=b showing that J ∨jA(∼ a)
⊆ TA.
Conversely, given the latter and J ⊆ jA(b); J ∨ jA(∼ a) ⊆ jA(b ∨ ∼ a), hence
b∨ ∼ a = e so that a6 b, and this in turn implies J ⊆ jA(b); in all it follows that
(J; a)∈SA whenever J ∨ jA(∼ a)∈TA.
3.3. Corollary. For complete Boolean algebras A and B, a homomorphism ’ :A→ B
is complete if and only if the square
IA
I’−−−−−→ B
∨
A


∨
B
A
’−−−−−→ B
commutes.
Proof. Note that (J;
∨
A J )∈SA for all J ∈ IA by the completeness of A. Now, if
’ :A → B is complete then (I’(J ); ’(∨A J ))∈SB by the lemma, hence I’(J ) ⊆
jB(b) if and only if ’(
∨
A J )6 b and therefore
∨
B I’(J )6 b if and only if
’(
∨
A J )6 b, showing that
∨
B I’= ’
∨
A.
Conversely, given this and (J; a)∈SA; a=∨A J , hence ’(a)=
∨
B I’(J ) and there-
fore (I’(J ); ’(a))∈SB, proving that ’ is complete.
Next we provide an alternative characterization of complete homomorphisms in terms
of the functor I.
3.4. Lemma. A Boolean homomorphism ’ :A → B is complete if and only if the
frame homomorphism I’ : IA→ IB is skeletal.
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Proof. By Lemma 2.2, it is enough to show that D(IA)=TA, saying that any J ∈ IA
is dense if and only if its join is the unit. Now, for any J ∈ IA, if J ∈D(IA) and
hence  IA(J ) = 0 then, for each a∈A; J ⊆ jA(a) implies jA(∼ a) =  IA(jA(a)) ⊆
 IA(J ) = 0, thus ∼ a = 0 and therefore a = e, proving that J ∈TA. Conversely, if
J ∈TA then a∈  IA(J ) implies jA(a) ⊆  IA(J ), hence jA(a) ∩ J = 0, therefore J ⊆
 IAjA(a) = jA(∼ a) so that ∼ a= e (since J ∈TA) and consequently a= 0, showing
that  IA(J ) = 0 and thus J ∈D(IA).
The following now introduces the basic entity we are interested in.
3.5. Denition. For any Boolean algebra A, the Booleanization of its ideal frame IA
is called the lattice NA of normal ideals of A.
NA is a complete Boolean algebra, and the composite
A :A
jA→ IA IA→ NA
is an embedding of Boolean algebras: it clearly preserves zero, unit, and binary meet
but also complementation because  IAjA(a) = jA(∼ a), as already noted; further, the
latter implies A(a) = jA(a) for all a∈A. Equipped with this embedding we call NA
the normal completion of A.
3.6. Proposition. The correspondence A → NA is functorial on BoocE.
Proof. A → IA is functorial on the whole of BooE; further, I’ : IA→ IB is skeletal
for any complete ’ :A → B, and for these the correspondence IA → NA =B(IA) is
functorial.
3.7. Remark. For any ’ :A → B in BoocE, B’ = (N’)A because either of the two
adjoining squares
A jA−−−−−→ IA IA−−−−−→ NA =B(IA)
’

I’


N’=B(I’)
B jB−−−−−→ IB IB−−−−−→ NB =B(IB)
commutes. We note in passing that, conversely, a Boolean homomorphism ’ :A → B
is complete whenever there is a commuting square
A A−−−−−→ NA
’


h
B B−−−−−→ NB
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with some frame homomorphism h. To see this we have to prove that hIA = IBI’.
Now
hIAjA = hA = B’= IBjB’= IBI’jA
and the properties of jA then ensure that hIA = IBh.
4. The normal completion as re*ection
Here we show that the category CBooE is re8ective in BoocE with N as the re8ec-
tion functor. The key result needed for this is
4.1. Lemma. For any Boolean algebra A, the Boolean homomorphism A :A → NA
is (1) complete and (2) an isomorphism if and only if A is a complete.
Proof. For (1) we show for any J ∈ IA that ∨NA IA(J ) = IA(J ), that is
(IA)(J ) ⊆ jNA(H) iK IA(J ) ⊆ H
for all H ∈NA: this will be suLcient since J ∈ IA is dense if and only if IA(J )=A.
Now, given the condition on the left, a∈ J implies
jNA(A(a)) = IA(A(a)) ⊆ jNA(H);
hence, A(a) ⊆ H and consequently a∈H since A(a) = jA(a), showing that J ⊆ H
and therefore IA(J ) ⊆ H . Conversely, given this, then also J ⊆ H , hence IA(J ) ⊆
IA(H) while otherwise IA(H) ⊆ jNA(H), showing that IA(J ) ⊆ jNA(H).
For (2), it is enough to show that A is an isomorphism whenever A is complete.
Now, the latter implies  IA(J ) = jA(∼ (
∨
A J )) by a simple calculation, hence,
IA(J ) = jA
(
∼
∨
A
 IA(J )
)
= jA
(∨
A
J
)
showing that jA maps A into NA which makes it an isomorphism.
4.2. Remark. The special case of the second part of this lemma for A= 2= 1⊕ 1, the
initial Boolean algebra in E, is contained in [10]: I2 ∼=  so that N2 ∼= B, and it
is shown there that 2 is complete if and only if the natural embedding 2→ B is an
isomorphism. On the other hand, the general result was obtained by Ebrahimi [6] for
the topos of M -sets, M any monoid, and is implicit in [2] for any localic topos.
4.3. Proposition. CBooE is a re:ective subcategory of BoocE with re:ection functor
N and re:ection maps A :A→ NA.
Proof. The only point left to prove is the uniqueness of the factorization through
A :A → NA for any complete homomorphism ’ :A → B with complete B. Consider
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then complete homomorphisms f; g :NA → B such that fA = gA. Then fIAjA =
gIAjA and since fIA and gIA are frame homomorphisms they are equal by the
properties of the jA. Further, IA : IA → NA is a quotient map of frames and hence
f = g.
4.4. Remark. For any Boolean algebra A; A :A → NA is an epimorphism in BoocE.
To see this, note Grst that
∨
NA IA=IA, as an immediate consequence of the analogous
identity
∨
IA IjA = idIA and the fact that IA : IA → NA is a frame homomorphism,
that is,
IA
∨
IA
=
∨
NA
IIA:
Consequently, any ’ :NA→ B in BoocE satisGes the condition
I(’A)(J ) ⊆ jB(b) iK ’(J )6 b
for all J ∈NA and b∈B, showing that ’A=  A implies ’=  for any ’;  :NA→ B
in BoocE.
5. Alternative views of the normal completion
In this section, we establish several other characterizations of the normal completion
which extend familiar classical results to the present context.
5.1. Lemma. The functor N preserves embeddings.
Proof. Given any complete Boolean embedding ’ :A → B, we have to show that
N’(J ) = 0 implies J = 0 for all J ∈NA. Now, if N’(J ) = 0 then for any a∈ J
jB’(a) ⊆ I’(J ) ⊆ IBI’(J ) =N’(J ) = 0;
hence a= 0 since both jB and ’ are embeddings, and therefore J = 0.
5.2. Denition. (1) A completion of a Boolean algebra A is any complete embedding
’ :A→ B with complete B.
(2) For any completions ’ :A → B and  :A → C; ’6  means that ’ =  for
some complete embedding  :B→ C.
(3) A completion ’ :A → B is called least if ’6  for any completion  :A →
C, and minimal if, for any completion  :A → C such that  6’, there exists an
isomorphism  :C → B such that  = ’.
5.3. Proposition. For any Boolean algebra A, A :A→ NA is, up to isomorphism, the
unique (1) least and (2) minimal completion of A.
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Proof. (1) For any completion ’ :A→ B; ’=(−1B N’)A where −1B N’ :NA→ B is an
embedding by 5.1, showing A :A→ NA is a least completion. Regarding uniqueness,
if ’ :A → B is any other least completion then, for the corresponding embeddings
N’ :NA→ B and NA :B→ NA such that ’= N’A and A = NA’; A = NA N’A and hence
NA N’= idNA by the re8ection property of A, showing NA is an isomorphism since it is
monic.
(2) That A is a minimal completion follows by the same arguments as in (1), and
the uniqueness immediately results from being least.
5.4. Denition. A Boolean homomorphism ’ :A → B is called join-dense if the fol-
lowing condition holds:
(∀b∈B)(∀c∈B)((∀a∈A)((’(a)6 b)→ (’(a)6 c))→ (b6 c)):
Note this is the exact formulation of the familiar condition, in the situation of ordi-
nary sets, that the image of ’ in B is join-dense in B.
The following provides a number of basic properties of join-dense homomorphisms.
5.5. Lemma. (1) Every join-dense embedding is complete.
(2) Any composite of join-dense embeddings is join-dense.
(3) Every join-dense homomorphism is epic in BoocE.
(4) For any join-dense homomorphism ’ :A→ B with complete B;∨B I’ : IA→ B
and N’ :NA→ NB are onto.
Proof. (1) By Lemma 3.4, it is enough to verify that I’ is skeletal for any join-dense
homomorphism ’ :A → B, and by Lemma 2.2 this means that I’[D(IA)] ⊆ D(IB).
Now, for any J ∈D(IA) and I ∈ IB such that I’(J ) ∧ I = 0, if a∈A, b∈ I such that
’(a)6 b, and c∈ J then
jB’(c ∧ a) = I’(jA(c ∧ a)) ⊆ I’(J ∩ jA(a))
= I’(J ) ∩ jB’(a) ⊆ I’(J ) ∩ I = 0
and hence c ∧ a = 0 since jB’ is an embedding. It follows that J ∩ jA(a) = 0 and
therefore a=0 because J ∈D(IA), showing that a=0 for all a∈A such that ’(a)6 b;
thus b=0 since ’ is join-dense, and in all then I=0 which proves that I’(J )∈D(IB).
(2) Let ’ :A → B and  :B → C be join-dense embeddings and c; d∈C such that
 ’(a)6 c implies  ’(a)6d for all a∈A. Then  ’(a)6 c∧(∼ d) implies  ’(a)=0
and hence a = 0. Now, for any b∈B such that  (b)6 c ∧ (∼ d), if ’(a)6 b then
 ’(a)6 c ∧ (∼ d) so that a = 0, showing that b = 0 since ’ is join-dense, and
consequently c ∧ (∼ d) = 0 sine  is join-dense. It follows that c6d, and hence  ’
is join-dense.
(3) Let ’ :A→ B be join-dense and ,  :B→ C in BoocE such that ’=’. Now,
for any b∈B, consider the ideal J = {a∈A |’(a)6 b}. Then (I’(J ); b)∈NB since
’ is join-dense, hence (I(’)(J ); (b)) and (I(’)(J ); (b)) belongs to NC since 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and  are complete, and because ’ = ’ it follows that (b) = (b), showing that
 = .
(4) For any b∈B, let J = {a∈A |’(a)6 b} and c = ∨B I’(J ). Then obviously
I’(J ) ⊆ jB(b) so that c6 b. On the other hand, ’(a)6 b implies ’(a)6 c for all
a∈A by the deGnition of c, hence b6 c since ’ is join-dense, and consequently b=c,
showing that
∨
B I’ is onto. Regarding N’, note that
(N’IA(J )) = IBI’(J ) = jB
(∨
B
I’(J )
)
;
the second step by the proof of (2), Lemma 4.1, and since
∨
B I’ is onto this shows
N’ is onto.
5.6. Proposition. For any Boolean algebra A, A :A→ NA is, up to isomorphism, the
unique join-dense completion of A.
Proof. Clearly A(a) ⊆ J if and only if a∈ J , for any a∈A and J ∈NA, and this im-
mediately implies that A is join-dense. For uniqueness, let ’ :A→ B be any join-dense
completion. Then ’=−1B (N’)A is an embedding by Lemma 5.1 and onto by Lemma
5.5, and hence an isomorphism.
5.7. Proposition. A Boolean algebra A is complete if and only if any join-dense em-
bedding A→ B is an isomorphism.
Proof. (⇒) Let A be complete and ’ :A → B as stated. Now, since the composite
B’ :A→ NB is also a join-dense embedding by Lemma 5.5 we may Grst consider the
case that B is complete. It then follows, again by Lemma 5.5, that
∨
B I’ is onto, and
since ’
∨
A =
∨
B I’ by completeness this makes ’ onto and hence an isomorphism.
In the general case we conclude that B’ is an isomorphism, hence B is onto and
therefore an isomorphism, making ’ an isomorphism.
(⇐) Here A :A→ NA is an isomorphism and hence A is complete.
In the following, the notation  6’ is used in the same sense as in DeGnition 5.2.
Further, a join-dense embedding A→ B is called a join-dense extension of A.
5.8. Denition. A join-dense extension ’ :A → B is called largest if  6’ for any
join-dense extension  :A→ C, and maximal if, for any join-dense extension  :A→
C such that ’6  , there exists an isomorphism  :B→ C such that ’=  .
5.9. Proposition. For any Boolean algebra A, A :A → NA is, up to isomorphism,
unique (1) largest and (2) maximal join-dense extension.
Proof. (1) For any join-dense extension ’ :A → B; B’ :A → NB is a join-dense
completion by Lemma 5.5, and by the proof of Proposition 5.6, N’ is an isomorphism.
It follows that A = (N’)−1B’ where (N’)−1B :B→ NA is a complete embedding.
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Regarding uniqueness, given any other largest join-dense extension ’ :A → B, there
exists a complete embedding  :NA → B such that A = ’ apart from the fact that
’= A for = (N’)−1B as just shown. It follows that A = A, hence  = idNA
since A is epic in BoocE (Proposition 5.6 and Lemma 5.5), and as  is monic  is
an isomorphism.
(2) Follows by very similar arguments, using the fact that A :A→ NA is the largest
join-dense extension.
6. Injectivity versus completeness
Recall that, in the classical situation of Zermelo–Fraenkel set theory with Choice one
has Sikorski’s Theorem which says that a Boolean algebra A is complete if and only
it is injective, the latter meaning that any Boolean homomorphism into A lifts to any
extension of its domain. On the other hand, as in various equationally deGned categories
of algebras (such as abelian groups, modules, distributive lattices, and semilattices)
there is a close connection between injective Boolean algebras and essential extensions,
that is, the embeddings ’ :A → B such that any homomorphism  :B → C for which
 ’ is an embedding is itself an embedding: injectivity is equivalent to having no
proper essential extensions [1].
The essential extensions ’ :A → B of Boolean algebras are obviously characterized
as the embeddings such that ’−1(J )=0 implies J=0 for all ideals J of B or, expressed
in elementary terms, such that
(E) (∀b∈B)((∀a∈A)((’(a)6 b)→ (a= 0))→ (b= 0))
is satisGed. Accordingly we adopt the following.
6.1. Denition. An embedding ’ :A → B in BooE is called essential if (E) holds
and externally essential if  :B → C in BooE is an embedding whenever  ’ is an
embedding.
Note that any essential embedding ’ :A → B is externally essential but not con-
versely.
Regarding the Grst part, consider any  :B → C for which  ’ is an embedding.
Then, for any b∈B such that  (b) = 0; ’(a)6 b implies  ’(a) = 0 and hence a= 0
for all a∈A, and since ’ is essential it follows that b = 0, establishing that  is an
embedding.
For the second part, let E be the topos of G-sets for some Gnite group G in the
classical category of sets, B any Gnite Boolean algebra in E whose atoms are permuted
transitively by G, and A the two-element Boolean algebra (with trivial G-action). Then
the unique homomorphism ’ :A → B is not essential provided B has more than one
atom:
{b∈B | (∀a∈A)((’(a)6 b)→ (a= 0))}
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contains all b¡e in B and not just b=0. On the other hand, ’ is externally essential:
for any  :B→ C in BooE such that  (b) = 0 for some b = 0,
0 =
∨
{s (b) | s∈G}=
∨
{ (sb) | s∈G}=  
(∨
{sb | s∈G}
)
=  (e)
since the last join is above all atoms of B, and hence  ’ is not an embedding.
6.2. Lemma. An embedding ’ :A→ B is essential if and only if it is join-dense.
Proof. (⇒) Let b; c∈B be such that ’(a)6 b implies ’(a)6 c for all a∈A. Then
’(a)6 b∧ (∼ c) implies ’(a)=0 and hence a=0 for all a∈A, showing b∧ (∼ c)=0
and therefore b6 c since ’ is essential, and by symmetry we obtain b= c, as desired.
(⇐) Consider any b∈B such that ’(a)6 b implies a=0 for all a∈A. Then trivially
’(a)6 b implies ’(a) = 0 for all a∈A and hence b= 0 because ’ is join-dense.
As an obvious consequence we now have alternative versions of 5.6, 5.7, and 5.9
with “essential” in place of “join-dense”.
In the following, let E be any Grothendieck topos in Zermelo–Fraenkel set theory
with Choice. Then BooE has enough injectives [5] and Zorn’s Lemma holds in E
which implies that BooE has injective hulls, characterized as the externally essential
injective extensions or the largest externally essential extensions, and injectivity means
having no proper externally essential extensions.
Further, regarding the validity of Sikorski’s Theorem in E we have
6.3. Proposition. The following are equivalent for the topos E:
(1) Any externally essential extension in BooE is essential.
(2) The complete Boolean algebras in E are exactly the injectives in BooE.
(3) For each A∈BooE, A :A→ NA is the injective hull of A.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2) Here, injectivity means having no proper join-dense extension by
Lemma 6.2, and by Corollary 5.7 this characterizes completeness.
(2) ⇒ (3) NA is injective and A :A → NA is essential and hence also externally
essential.
(3) ⇒ (1) For any externally essential embedding ’ :A → B; B’ :A → NB is an
externally essential embedding into the injective NB, hence an injective hull, and we
have an isomorphism  :NB → NA for which  B’ = A. Now let b∈B such that
’(a)6 b implies a = 0 for all a∈A. Then, for any a∈A, A(a)6  B(b) implies
’(a)6 b (since A =  B’ and B is one-one) and therefore a=0; as A is join-dense
it follows that  B(b) = 0 and consequently b= 0, showing that ’ is essential.
6.4. Remark. It may be worth adding that, in an arbitrary topos E, any injective
Boolean algebra is complete. If A is injective in BooE then the embedding A :A→ NA
has a left inverse, making A a retract of the complete Boolean algebra NA. On the other
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hand, completeness is preserved by retraction: given  :A→ B and  :B→ A such that
 = idA and B is complete, straightforward calculations show that

∨
B
I(J )6 a iK J ⊆ !A(a)
for all a∈A and J ∈ IA, and this exhibits ∨B I as the desired join map for A.
For the topos of M -sets, M any monoid, this result occurs in [6] but with a proof
speciGcally using the properties of M -sets.
6.5. Remark. For any category A of algebras in a topos E, such as our BooE, there
is an obvious variant of the purely categorical notion of injectivity, namely inter-
nal injectivity, deGned by the condition that the internal hom-functor Hom(–; A) :
A → E, derived from the object of homomorphisms associated with each pair in A,
take monomorphisms to epimorphisms. Not surprisingly, this does diKer from injectiv-
ity, as shown by the result of [13] that, for Boolean algebras in the topos of G-sets, G
any group, internal injectivity is the same as completeness: by the discussion following
DeGnition 6.1, the initial Boolean algebra is not injective in the case of Gnite G while
it is complete by Johnstone [8].
In closing we note that the conditions of 6.3 are satisGed for any localic topos E
[2] but the general question exactly which E have this property we have not been able
to settle.
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